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Childhood in Question explores the historical development, from the 1600s to the 1960s, of childhood experience.
Drawing on artifacts as diverse as state papers, legal records, diaries, letters and oral sources, the authors probe a
series of key issues: the definition of "the child" and the formation of identity; the emotional world of childhood; the
changing attitudes of the state to family intimacy and parent-child relations; the sexuality of children; children and
authority; and children and crime.
Aspiring jewelry designer Maria Santos, proud but poor, has come to Aristo to win a royal commission. Cold, calculating
Prince Alexandros Karedes masterfully beds Maria, thinking she's only sleeping with him to save her business. So when
Alexandros discovers Maria is pregnant, he assumes it's on purpose. She'll never be a suitable wife—but she's perfect
mistress material. What will it take for this billionaire prince to realize he's falling for his pregnant mistress?
Professional painter Alexa Harcourt has just been commissioned for a portrait of Guy de Rochemont, the young head of
Europe’s most prestigious banking institution. At first Alexa holds nothing but contempt for the rich playboy because he
treats their sitting time so frivolously, but even as her irritation grows, Alexa somehow finds herself drowning in Guy’s
emerald eyes. When he eventually wraps his arms around her, Alexa realizes there’s no escaping her true feelings…
Thirteenth-century Wales is a divided country, ever at the mercy of England's ruthless, power-hungry King John.
Llewelyn, Prince of North Wales, secures an uneasy truce by marrying the English king's beloved illegitimate daughter,
Joanna, who slowly grows to love her charismatic and courageous husband. But as John's attentions turn again and
again to subduing Wales---and Llewelyn---Joanna must decide where her love and loyalties truly lie. The turbulent
clashes of two disparate worlds and the destinies of the individuals caught between them spring to life in this magnificent
novel of power and passion, loyalty and lies. The book that began the trilogy that includes Falls the Shadow and The
Reckoning, Here Be Dragons brings thirteenth-century England, France, and Wales to tangled, tempestuous life.
'Twas Midsummer Night—when magic held sway… and Sofia Ahlgren dreamed of a deliverer to safeguard her from a
blackhearted lord. Then, through the bonfires appeared Kayne the Unknown, who vowed to protect her, even at the cost
of his very soul…! Though the dark raged within him, Mistress Sofia was his light. She alone made Kayne feel something
of grace and innocence, blurring memories of war and bloodshed that haunted the depths of his being. But the bliss
found under a summer moon could ne'er last forever, for keeping his beloved safe would mean a return to the heart of
darkness that lay within him.
A marriage in tatters. A life half-lived. Jane Lang, innocent and starved of love, was an easy target for a man like Carlo
Santini. He swept into her life and made her love him. How could she not? Apart from his obvious physical attributes (tall,
dark and handsome on speed) he was commanding, powerful, intelligent and interesting. And he claimed to love her too.
It hadn't taken long for Jane to realise she didn't have what was necessary to hold Carlo's interest. After months of being
ignored and rejected, Jane finally saw that their marriage was a farce. Three years later, Jane thinks she's over Carlo.
But a freak accident brings them together again, and this time, Carlo isn't letting her walk away. As their passionate flame
reignites with a greater strength than ever before, Jane slowly begins to unravel a web of lies and deceit - with Carlo at
the centre. Everything she thought she knew about her husband is shaken to the core. So how can she believe that he
ever loved her? That he might love her again?
"I always get what I want…and I want you." Making billions and bedding beautiful women couldn't make Bastien Zikos
forget the lustrous dark hair, haunting eyes and outrageous defiance of Delilah Moore. So Bastien has gone to great
lengths to ensure that the one—and only—woman to have ever turned him down returns to him. If Delilah wants to save
her father's ailing business, she must agree to Bastien's commands: be his mistress, wear his diamonds and wait for him
in his bed! But what will this exacting tycoon do when he discovers that his sassy mistress is a virgin?
This pioneering book explores for the first time how ordinary women of the early modern period in England understood
and experienced their bodies. Using letters, popular literature, and detailed legal records from courts that were
obsessively concerned with regulating morals, the book recaptures seventeenth-century popular understandings of sex
and reproduction. This history of the female body is at once intimate and wide-ranging, with sometimes startling insights
about the extent to which early modern women maintained, or forfeited, control over their own bodies. Laura Gowing
explores the ways social and economic pressures of daily life shaped the lived experiences of bodies: the cost of having
a child, the vulnerability of being a servant, the difficulty of prosecuting rape, the social ambiguities of widowhood. She
explains how the female body was governed most of all by other women—wives and midwives. Gowing casts new light on
beliefs and practices of the time concerning women’s bodies and provides an original perspective on the history of
women and gender.
The irascible Chief Inspector Pel is hot on the trail of a crime syndicate in this fast-paced, gritty crime novel. He uncovers
a drug-smuggling ring within the walls of Burgundy’s university, and several murders guide the Chief Inspector to
Innsbruck where the mistress of a professor awaits him.
Rafael Cordeiro: He has little time forwomen—he hasn't yet found one who isn'tdeceitful and dangerous. Grace Thacker:
A young, innocent Englishrose, she has come to Rafael to save herfledgling business. She has ten minutes topersuade
the ruthless Brazilian to help her.Ten minutes to decide: she can leave andlose—or settle her debts with her body!
Wickedly handsome Nick Falconer would stake his life on it! He's been sent from London to the tranquil English village of
Peacock Oak to solve the murder of his cousin Rashleigh and unmask this female Robin Hood. But Nick never expected
that Mari would be so intoxicatingly beautiful or so disturbingly luscious. Determined to have her—body, soul and
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secrets—at any cost, Nick sets out to seduce her with a passion that inflames them both. But Mari holds much deeper,
darker truths than Nick could ever imagine. Despite her fierce resistance, she can't stop her body from yearning for his
touch. Can she hide her sinister past from him much longer? Or will trusting the one man she so desperately wants lead
her straight to the hangman's noose?
Collins describes the stressful issues, situations, and activities that are reducing the life expectancy of African American
women, and offers means of coping with and avoiding these factors.
World War II irrevocably shaped culture--and much of cinema--in the 20th century, thanks to its devastating, global
impact that changed the way we think about and portray war. This book focuses on European war films made about the
war between 1945 and 1985 in countries that were occupied or invaded by the Nazis, such as Poland, France, Italy, the
Soviet Union, and Germany itself. Many of these films were banned, censored, or sharply criticized at the time of their
release for the radical ways they reframed the war and rejected the mythologizing of war experience as a heroic battle
between the forces of good and evil. The particular films examined, made by arthouse directors like Pier Paolo Pasolini,
Rainer Werner Fassbinder, and Larisa Shepitko, among many more, deviate from mainstream cinematic depictions of the
war and instead present viewpoints and experiences of WWII which are often controversial or transgressive. They
explore the often-complicated ways that participation in war and genocide shapes national identity and the ways that we
think about bodies and sexuality, trauma, violence, power, justice, and personal responsibility--themes that continue to
resonate throughout culture and global politics.
*This is a completed series* King Wolfric Eberhand battles the last nation to stand against his raging armies. With help
from the deadly knight, Sir Erin Caldry, he hopes to conquer the land of Dothan once and for all. Using his wealth and
power, he has formulated the perfect plan to finally take their rich land. What he doesn't realize, is the youngest Dothan
princess is currently a slave within his very own castle walls. While out visiting the remote estate of a relative, Princess
Bethany Kavadh is kidnapped by slavers. Bedraggled and weary, she finds herself sold into slavery. To her horror, she
soon discovers that her new owner is none other than her family’s worst enemy, King Wolfric. To fight her rising despair
and to keep what little sanity she possess, Princess Bethany begins to fight back, sabotaging the efficient running of the
House and function of their Armies. But what happens when they realize her true identity? Will they ransom her for the
wealth of her nation? Will they keep her as a slave? Or will they inflict an even crueler punishment? The only things for
certain are: The war between two nations will escalate, and one young princess's life shall forever be TORN. Fantasy,
Medieval fantasy, princess, knight, king, queen,
No real lady should take lessons from a scarlet woman... The Duke of Rolthven's new wife, Brianna, is the perfect
aristocratic bride. So what would society say if they saw her with a copy of Lady Rothburg's Advice--a courtesan's
lessons for the boudoir? When his innocent wife suddenly becomes a vixen in the bedroom, the proper Duke is truly
astounded by her seductive powers. Following a courtesan's advice might lead to trouble-but will it lead to Brianna's
ultimate desire: winning her husband's love?
A cultural history of New England examining the notions of regional identity and its transformation between 1865 and 1900
Follow the meteoric rise of '70s Porn Star, Carlo Stefan, and the rocky path he took to find the life and love he craved in the Porn
Star Brothers series. Carlos Stephanopoulos is the eldest of three brothers. Australian born and Greek Island raised, he loves
women, sex, and money, and not necessarily in that order. He lives the good life, screwing women of all ages morning, noon and
night until one night the good life comes to a screeching halt. On the run with only a suitcase and money, he winds up in
Hollywood working in porn movies, with a new name and new look, only to become the biggest porn star around. But the drama
follows him wherever he goes, from stalkers to his girlfriend being drugged and killed, to two dramatic kidnappings. And it all
comes down to one person... One person who’s out to end the life of Carlos Stephanopoulos... Carlos is the first novella in the
Porn Star Brothers contemporary romance series featuring the sizzlingly sexy elder Greek Australian bad boy brother. If you like
family sagas, heartfelt romances and dancing to ’70s disco, then you’ll love the first instalment in L.J. Diva’s page-turning series.
Unlock The Porn Star Brothers Series to start the romance today! ***If you think the story ends abruptly, or without a conclusion,
that’s because part 4 of the Porn Star Brothers series, Retribution, is the conclusion to all three Porn Star Brothers books. **** In
order of reading – Carlos, Pedro, Tomas, Retribution (or the Porn Star Brothers box set or collector’s edition paperback novel),
Forever, Love Never Dies, Stefan: The New Generation, DeLuca, Spiros & Jenny, And Always.****
Swearing off of men after cruel lies ruined her reputation, scandalous divorcee Thalia Lennox, once a darling of the ton, is pursued
by Lord Leo Byron who wants her as his mistress and wonders if she should let the very determined rake into her life—and her bed.
By the New York Times best-selling author of The Trouble With Princesses. Original.
Follow the meteoric rise of ’70s Porn Star Brothers, Carlo, Pedro, and Tomas Stefan, and the rocky paths they took to find the
lives and loves they craved in the Porn Star Brothers series. Carlos Stephanopoulos is the eldest brother. He loves women, sex,
and money, and not necessarily in that order. He has no problem making a career out of it and lives the good life until one night
the good life comes to a screeching halt. Pedro Stephanopoulos is the youngest brother. He loves music and being a DJ on
Santorini. He lives the good life Djing four nights a week in a great job, gets a great girl, and then finds himself running from her
over-protective father to New York. Tomas Stephanopoulos is the middle brother. He loves his job as a personal trainer and lives
the good life, training at the island’s resort, and taking personal clients at night. Then he meets one client who wants intimate
training. In Retribution, the stunning conclusion to Carlos, Pedro and Tomas, follow the clues to the one person responsible for the
brothers’ tragic and dramatic exploits, from the murders to the stalkings to the kidnappings in Hollywood, New York, and Miami.
Find out who is behind it all and why they want the brothers dead. And who finally does end it all... Porn Star Brothers is the first
novel in the Porn Star Brothers contemporary romance series featuring three sizzlingly sexy Greek Australian bad boy brothers. If
you like family sagas, heartfelt romances and dancing to ’70s disco, then you’ll love the latest instalment in L.J. Diva’s pageturning series. Unlock The Porn Star Brothers deluxe edition novel to start the romance today! **** In order of reading – Carlos,
Pedro, Tomas, Retribution (or the Porn Star Brothers box set or collector’s edition paperback novel), Forever, Love Never Dies,
Stefan: The New Generation, DeLuca, Spiros & Jenny, And Always.
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One Good Lady Is About to Go Bad. . . The only thing Miss Melissa Goodly has ever wanted out of a marriage is love. But any
hope of that dissolves one wild night, when she loses herself in the arms of the most irresistible--and unobtainable--man in all of
England. For when they are discovered in a position as compromising as it is pleasurable, she has no choice but to accept his
proposal. Avowed bachelor Anthony Craven, Earl of Wickham, never meant to seduce an innocent like Melissa. Yet now that the
damage is done, it does seem like she'd make a very convenient wife. After all, she is so naive he won't have to worry about ever
being tempted. Or so he thinks, until the vows are spoken and they are left alone--and his new bride reveals a streak just as
brazen and unrestrained as his own. . .

‘I’m your payment, Mr Merrick.’ When notorious Jonas Merrick finds the wife of his greatest enemy up to her neck in
debt to him, he offers her a bargain – she can work off the debt...
Books for All Kinds of Readers Read HowYouWant offers the widest selection of on-demand, accessible format editions
on the market today. Our 7 different sizes of EasyRead are optimized by increasing the font size and spacing between
the words and the letters. We partner with leading publishers around the globe. Our goal is to have accessible editions
simultaneously released with publishers' new books so that all readers can have access to the books they want to read.
To find more books in your format visit www.readhowyouwant.com
Sixty-six thousand words were omitted for reasons of propriety and publishing economics, as well as to remove material
deemed expendable by Perkins. Published for the first time on October 3, 2000 - the centenary of Wolfe's birth - O Lost
presents the complete text of the novel's manuscript.".
If I accept his offer to be his mistress, I could have the finest silks, the best carriage and be transformed from ugly
duckling to a pampered, pretty swan! And although I would feel a virtuous pride in turning down the wicked rake, I also
have an unmaidenly interest in exactly what the role would entail…. Catriona is doing her best to resist the skillful
seduction of the scandalous heir to the Earl of Strathconan. But kidnapped and shipwrecked with only this rake as
company, her adventure has just begun….
Notorious, handsome, and decadent, the Lords of Vice prowl the glittering ballrooms of Regency London— breaking rules
and hearts with equal aplomb. But even the wildest rogue must eventually meet his match... Seduce Lady Juliana Ivers
and then cast her aside: Those are his sister's instructions. Alexius Braverton, Marquess of Sinclair—known as Sin to the
ton—is happy enough to oblige, especially when he catches a glimpse of his target. Juliana is completely unlike the emptyheaded chits who barely hold his attention for a week. A true gentleman would leave her to find a worthy suitor. But then,
a Lord of Vice would never claim to be a gentleman. Juliana is expected to marry well to improve her family's finances,
even if she secretly longs to make a living through her musical compositions. A dalliance can only complicate matters,
though not even practical Juliana can help succumbing to the aptly named Sin. But one unforgettable night will draw her
into a scandalous affair—and a seduction begun as sport will soon become deliciously, dangerously real...
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